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Abstract 
Vocational Education is the "education designed to prepare skilled workers for 
industries, agriculture, commerce etc. which is usually provided at (he upper 
secondary level" (Okorie and Hzeji 1998). There is no gain saying the fact that 
Vocational and Technical Education plays a significant role in nation building. 
Vocational and Technical Education is an integral part of the total education 
programme, [..earning, skill acquisition and development arc emphasised in 
Vocational and Technical Education. These enable the learner to be independent and 
self-reliant. Thus, through effective Vocational and Technical Education a nation can 
produce skilled manpower that will help it build a technologically strong and 
self-reliant nation. 

Introduction 
Ayeni (1995) defines Education as "the process by which a person's mind and character are 

developed through teaching especially through formal instruction at a School or College.1' It could be 
described as a system of training and instruction, education is a very important tool for nation building. 
When it is supported with skill acquisition, it could improve the country for the better. There has been 
continuous technological changes in the society. This in (urn has affected the lives of many. Preparation 
for the world of work is very important for any nation fo progress. Vocational and Technical Education is 
an integral part of the general education which is a means of preparing one for an occupational field. In 
the past, the educational system in Nigeria dealt more on the liberal type of Western Education brought 
in by the colonial masters. This type of education do not train one to be self-reliant, as such, there 
arose the need to lech vocational education courses is our schools. 

Before the advent of Western Education traditional education existed with the aims of 
character training and job-orientation. People here were trained to be useful to themselves and the 
society. Thus the education was vocational and functional (Agbionu, 1991). Vocational education in the 
traditional setting was merely character training and job orientation. The liberal education train people 
to become job-seekers rather than job-creators. 

Concept Of Vocational Education 
Vocational Education is the education designed to prepare individuals for gainful 

employment as semi-skilled or skilled workers or technicians, sub-professionals in recognized 
occupations or to prepare individuals for enrolment in Advanced Technical Education programme 
(Osuala, 1987). 

According to Okoro (i 993) it is any form of Education whose primary purpose is to prepare 
persons for employment in recognized occupations. Vocational Education provides the skills, 
knowledge and attitudes necessary for effective employment in specific occupations. It develops 
occupational competence and teaches skills which would enable an individual earn a living. Olaitan 
(1986) opined that Vocational Education is the total planned and organised education given to 
persons o help them secure professional or occupational confidence and proficiency. Through 
effective vocational education, a nation hopes to produce skilled manpower like agriculturists, 
technologists, artisans, technocrats, administrators and secretaries that will help it build a 
technologically strong and self-reliant nation. The NPE (1981) defines vocational education as that 
aspect of education that involves the acquisition of practical skills as well as some basic scientific 
knowledge leading to product of craftsmen, technicians and skill personnel. Dyrenforth (1994) 
defined vocation education as an entire continuum of programmes ranging from the most general 
career and technology orientations through to the most job specific post-secondary training 
programmes.  
 
Concept Of Technical Education 

Bristow (1970) defined Technical luJucalion as a complex and confusing subject and 
difficult lo reduce to simple terms. While UNFSCO (1973) defines it as Education designed to 
prepare technicians for industry, agriculture, commerce, home Economies, medicine etc which is 
usually provided at the upper secondary or lower tertiary level. Technical Education according lo the 
National Policy on Education (1981)  is that aspect of education which leads to the acquisition of 



practical and applied skills as well as basic scientific knowledge. It further defines Technical 
education as that branch of education which develops people's skill and creative brain and is used !o 
make man's development quite favourable for living. 

Imvang (1985) defines technical education as the educational process which involves 
general education, the study of technologies and related sciences and the acquisition of practical 
skills an knowledge relating to occupation in various sectors of economic and social life. Vocational 
and Technical Education is not only important lo individuals who already have a knowledge of an\ of 
them but useful to everybody in the society (Egwuelu 1995). Vocational and Technical education is 
important to national development. Some people are of the opinion that Technical education is 
meant for drop-outs while others see it as a form of training in a specific occupational task. 
Vocational and Technical education lay emphasis on the thinking habits, skill acquisition and ability of 
the students to utilise what has been taught on the job in future. (Adebayo, 1999). I his is line with 
Imarhiagbe (1992) who opined that vocation education provides individuals with know-ledge, s ki l l s  
and attitudes required in the world of work. 

National Development 
According to Okorie (1995) national development means an increase in scientific, industrial, 

technological productivity with its  attendant emphasis on agriculture, industrialization and perhaps 
mineral wealth. For a nation lo be termed developed its vocational and technical education must be 
sound since both are means by which the necessary man power needs of the society can be met. 
"Finis a nation can be said to be developed if there is an improvement in the quality of the life of the 
people. This can be achieved by raising the general quality of the labour forces making, individuals 
more receptive to new ideas and more aware of better ways of doing things, supplying various 
levels of s k i l l s  required to run an economically more complex, and dynamic society. 

Aims/Goals Of Vocational Technology Education In Nigeria 
Olawepo (1992) gave the aims of Vocational Technical Education as that of producing the 

manpower who will apply the acquired knowledge towards improvement and solution of their 
environmental problems thus making the environment more useful and convenient for man's goals of 
vocational education. According lo Ochiagha (1995): 

(1) prepares the learner for entry into the chosen field of occupation and enables him/her to  
progress and persevere in it. 

(2) It opens up a wider range of options or job openings for all citizens in the labour market. 
(3) It services the supply and demand job trend in the laour force. 
(4) It ensures that each trainee attains the adjustive, distributive and motivational qualities that 

arc relevant to career information career development and work behaviour. 
(5) II equips individuals in training or in the work setting with relevant skills, work habits, 

attitude,  knowledge and   information  such  that  their  input and  expected  
efficiency  is 
improved upon. 

The goals according to Osuala (1987) include: 
1. To prepare the learner for entry into an employment and advancement in his chosen career; 
2. To meet the manpower needs of society; 
3. To increase the options available to each students; 
4. To serve as motivating force to enhance all types of learning: and 
5. To enable .the learner to wisely select a career. 

The aims of technical education  according to the  national  policy on education ( 1 9 8 1 )  
include: 
I- To provide I mined manpower in applied science, technology and commerce particularly at 

sub-professional grades. 
2. To provide technical knowledge and vocational skill necessary for agriculture. Industrial, 

commercial and economic development. 
3. To provide people who can apply scientific knowledge to (he improvement and solution of 

environmental problems for the use and convenience of man. 
4. To give introduction to professional studies in engineering and other technologies. 
5. To  give  training and   impart  necessary  skills   leading to  the  production  of 



craftsmen, 
technicians and other skilled personnel who will be enterprising and self-reliant. 

6. To enable our young men and women to have an intelligent understanding of increasing 
technology, 

Other reasons for having technical education according to Mohammed (1999) are 
1. 'I'o alleviate unemployment. 
2. To re-orientate students attitudes towards rural society. 
3. To halt urban migration. 
4. To transmit skills and attitudes towards employment. 

The Need For Vocational And Technical Education 
The main aim of vocational and technical education according to Olawepo (1992), Ochiagha 

(1995) and Osuala (1987) is to prepare the citizen for work job situation to make him self-reliant and 
to meet the manpower needs of the society. Traditionally Vocational and Technical Education is 
meant for drop outs who are made to learn a trade which is on the apprenticeship system e. g. 
carpentry, building, carving etc. The colonlist emphasized the Liberal Arts as they were interested 
only in getting clerks and interpreters. This does not prepare the citizen for the world of work apart 
from the while collar jobs. 

Vocation and Technical Education is the education for self-reliance. Presently a lot of 
graduates roam the street and cannot be self employed. This situation brings about poverty among 
I he citizenry. Students that are not able to go beyond the junior secondary and senior secondary are 
not prepared for any form of job outside the school system hence the need for vocational and 
technical education. There is also the need for individual and technical education. There is also the 
need for individuals to be equipped with skills that will enable him to be self-reliant and as such 
enhance national development. 

Problems Of Vocational And Technical Education In Nigeria 
Vocational and Technical Education is faced with some problems. These problem according 

to Nwaokolo(!990) include: 

1I) Lack of basic instructional facilities for skill training. 
(2) The industrial training of students of technology education are yet to be significantly va l i d  

as most placements are based on convenience. 
(3) Attitude  of the  society  toward  vocational  and  technical   education   programme.   

These 
problems are similar to the ones expressed by Imarhiagbe (1992) which includes. 

 

(a) Technical education is regarded as inferior to the secondary grammar education. 
(b) General public's view of technical education as education for drop-outs. 
(e)         Inadequate workshops in the schools for student's practical. 

 

(d) High cost of equipment and running expenses. 
(e) Mass exodus of qualified technical teachers from the classrooms to industry and 

commerce due to poor conditions of service. 
(f) Inadequate materials for practical purposes. 
(g) Lack of relevant textbooks, and. 
(h)         Inadequate funding of vocational-technical institutes. 

 
 

The need for adequate training of students in the right s k i l l  and technological know-how is 
important for national development. According to Obi (1999) work experience affords the student 
the opportunity to apply the theories acquired in class to actual work situation. 

Recommendations 
In view of the problems associated with vocational and technical education, the following 

are recommended for a functional education: 

1. Adequate teaching equipment and facilities. 
2. In-service training and workshops for teachers. A teacher can only perform his educational 



duties effectively if he or she is both well prepared for the job and able to improve his/her  
knowledge and skills through in-service training and education. 

3. Adequate funding of schools teaching Vocational and Technical education. 
4. The curriculum should be broadened and practical, so the nation can have the well trained 

graduates for i t s  manpower needs. 
5. Provision of functional equipment and facilities in the schools. 
6. The period of student industrial work experience scheme should be expanded since it is the 

only means of on-the-job training of graduates. 
7. Vocational and Technical Education should be well planned and executed. 
8. Candidates for Vocational and Technical Education should be carefully selected to ensure 

interest. 

Conclusion 
Vocational and Technical Education if well-planned will improve the manpower need of the 

nation. It can make the individual self-reliant and useful to the society. When people are adequately 
trained the economy will be better for it as people will have something to fall back on and as such 
improve their standard of living. The answer to technological take-off and sustenance is vocational 
and technical education if properly put in place. 
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